The accuracy of computer-assisted primary mandibular reconstruction with vascularized bone flaps: iliac crest bone flap versus osteomyocutaneous fibula flap
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Background: The intention of mandibular reconstruction is to restore the complex anatomy with maximum possible functionality and high accuracy. The aim of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of computer-assisted surgery in primary mandibular reconstruction with an iliac crest bone flap compared with an osteomyocutaneous fibula flap.

Materials and methods: Preoperative computed tomography data of the mandible and the iliac crest or fibula donor site were imported into a specific surgical planning software program. Surgical guides were manufactured using a rapid prototyping technique for translating the virtual plan, including information on the transplant dimensions and shape, into real-time surgery. Using postoperative computed tomography scans and an automatic surface-comparison algorithm, the actual postoperative situation was compared with the preoperative virtual simulation.

Results: The actual flap position showed a mean difference from the virtual plan of 2.43 mm (standard deviation [SD] ±1.26) and a surface deviation of 39% <2 mm and 15% <1 mm for the iliac crest bone flap, and a mean difference of 2.18 mm (SD±1.93) and a surface deviation of 60% <2 mm and 37% <1 mm for the osteomyocutaneous fibula flap. The position of the neomandible reconstructed with an osteomyocutaneous fibula flap indicated a mean difference from the virtual plan of 1.25 mm (SD±1.31) and a surface deviation of 82% <2 mm and 57% <1 mm, in contrast to a mean difference of 1.68 mm (SD±1.25) and a surface deviation of 63% <2 mm and 38% <1 mm for the neomandible after reconstruction with an iliac crest bone flap. For shape analysis, a similarly high accuracy could be calculated for both flaps.

Conclusion: Virtual surgical planning is an effective method for mandibular reconstruction with vascularized bone flaps, and can help to restore the anatomy of the mandible with high accuracy in position and shape. It seems that primary mandibular reconstruction with the osteomyocutaneous fibula flap is more accurate compared with the vascularized iliac crest bone flap.
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Introduction

Bony mandibular defects are no rarity in the field of oral and maxillofacial surgery, and now, more than ever, the possibility for accurate mandibular reconstruction is available due to computer-assisted surgery. Causes for mandibular defects range from osteomyelitis and accidents to benign and malignant tumors.

The first attempts in the field of mandibular reconstruction used either allografts or reconstruction plates with nonvascularized bone flaps. The breakthrough in mandibular reconstruction was due to the introduction of microvascular surgery.
The possibility of vascularized bone flaps led to higher graft survival and improved the functional outcome.4–6

Several different bone flaps have been established over time. Among these, the fibula and iliac crest flaps are the most common nowadays. Which transplant to use depends on the defect size, recipient-vessel status, and need for soft tissue.3 Large bone defects with the need for soft tissue should be reconstructed using an osteomyocutaneous fibula flap.4,7,8 Because of the septocutaneous and musculocutaneous branches, a skin paddle 21–22 cm long and 10–14 cm wide can be used for intra- and extraoral soft tissue reconstruction.9 Due to its small diameter, which is rarely more than 15 mm,9 the fibula “double-barrel” flap evolved.9 Despite the possibility to double the fibula flap, most surgeons prefer an iliac crest flap in cases where no additional soft tissue is needed. The advantages of the iliac crest flap over other bone flaps are its large amount of bone with a compact cortex and rich cancellous blood supply, which enhances the possibilities for dental rehabilitation with endosseous implants.5,11 In both flaps, the donor site morbidity is described as rather low.12,13

Nowadays, computer-assisted techniques are prevalent in almost every part of life. Modern computer-assisted techniques allow surgeons to perform preoperative virtual surgery. It is even possible to simulate almost every scenario imaginable.14,15 With preoperatively taken computed tomography (CT) data of the facial skeleton and donor site, it is possible to calculate virtual three-dimensional models, clarifying the dimensions of the defect and illustrating the availability of bone at the donor site.16 Furthermore, the possibility to elucidate the nourishing vessels of the bone graft enhances postoperative graft survival.17

Additionally, a reduction in operation time, decrease of complications, and better aesthetic and functional outcomes have been demonstrated using computer-assisted surgery.18–21

The implementation of computer-assisted surgery varies from stereolithographic three-dimensional models, cutting guides, and prebent plates to preshaped titanium mesh implants.22–24

The essential base for computer-assisted reconstruction is the transfer from the virtual preoperative plan to real-time surgery. To achieve the best possible functional and aesthetic outcome, high accuracy of the virtual preoperative plan compared to the postoperative result is needed.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate differences in accuracy in computer-assisted surgery, comparing primary mandibular reconstruction with an osteomyocutaneous fibula flap and with an iliac crest bone flap using an innovative measurement method.

Materials and methods

The study was approved by the local ethics committee at Aachen University, Germany (EK 163/11), and written informed consents were obtained. Two patients with extended osteomyelitis of the right mandible with nearly similar extension underwent computer-assisted primary mandibular reconstruction. One was a male patient with an atrophic mandible and loss of cervical soft tissue, who underwent a primary mandibular reconstruction with a right fibula osteomyocutaneous flap. The other was a female patient who received a bony primary reconstruction of the lower jaw with a right vascularized iliac crest bone flap.

Preoperative planning

Primary mandibular reconstruction was carried out as previously described using the planning software ProPlan CMF (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium).18 CT scans of the facial skeleton and angiographic CT scans of the donor site were performed using the 128-row multislice Somatom® Definition Flash CT scanner (Siemens, Munich, Germany). Slice thickness was 0.5 mm for the head and neck, and 1 mm for the pelvis and lower leg. Preoperative CT scans were imported into the planning software ProPlan CMF using the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine file format. After segmentation, in which artifacts were removed, a virtual three-dimensional model of the facial skeleton and the donor site was generated. First of all, virtual resection of the afflicted part of the mandible was carried out. Regarding the resected part of the mandible, different tools available in the software, such as the osteotomy modus and reconstruction wizard, were used for virtual mandibular reconstruction (Figure 1). The osteotomy
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**Figure 1** Virtual mandibular reconstruction.

**Notes:** The best-fitting part of the right iliac crest in terms of shape and interface with the affected right mandible and the distal part of the right fibula were selected virtually prior to surgery (A); three-dimensional virtual reconstruction of the right mandible, with the right iliac flap and the right fibula fitted perfectly into the defect (B).
modus allows the virtual resection of the mandible, and the reconstruction wizard is suitable for virtual placement of the fibula. Angiographic CT scans of the donor site indicated the nourishing vessels of the transplant.

After fine adjustments that took symmetry and occlusion into account, the data were imported using the STL file format into 3-Matic® software (Materialise), in which a mandibular resection guide and a transplant cutting guide were designed. The mandibular resection guide and the transplant cutting guide fitted uniquely on the mandible or donor site (Figure 2). The cutting guide therefore included all necessary information, such as flap size, angulation, and osteotomies, according to the virtual plan (Figure 3). The guides were produced out of polyamide powder by rapid prototyping and selective laser sintering. Therefore, the transplant cutting guide acted as a link between the virtual plan and real-time surgery.

Postoperative analysis

Postoperative CT scans were performed and postoperative virtual three-dimensional models calculated, as described earlier. For comparison, the pre- and postoperative three-dimensional models were aligned in 3-Matic using point registration. Automatic global surface registration, which uses an iterative closest point algorithm, was performed thereafter. In the algorithm, one point cloud is used as the reference, while the other one is transformed to best match the reference. The skull remaining after resection was used to register the postoperative mandible position to the preoperative position, as it is important to use those objects that remain unchanged through the surgery. Postoperative positions of the flap and right and left mandible, as well as the neomandible were compared with the preoperative virtual surgical plan by a part-comparison algorithm, which measures the distance between every triangle corner of the postoperative to the virtual preoperative graft surface (Figure 4). The results were displayed using both a color map ranging from green to red to indicate the distance differences and a histogram.

The postoperative shape of the flap and right and left mandible was compared with the virtual preoperative planned flap, after global surface registration of the actual postoperative and virtual planned flap only. The next step was the same as the process for the position comparison.

Results

The presented surgical method of primary mandibular reconstruction allowed the implementation of predetermination of the microvascular flaps with regard to their shape and size and the site of osteotomy during surgery (Figure 5). Its temporary fixation on the donor site simplified the surgical procedure. Guided surgical sawing of the donor site reduced the amount of removed bone to the determined level, and it fitted into the
mandibular defect without major adjustments. The fibula flap was osteotomized in two segments for optimal recontouring of the new mandible. No complications were encountered during the surgery or healing phase. Both the microsurgically revascularized iliac crest flap and the osteomyocutaneous fibula flap showed excellent perfusion.

The results of the comparison of postoperative position and shape of the flap and right and left mandible, as well as the neomandible, with the preoperative simulation are shown in Table 1. The part comparison-based closest point distance of the absolute values for surface deviation lower than 1 mm and 2 mm for the position and shape analysis are demonstrated in Table 1. The color map-overlay histograms showed the results of the surface-deviation analysis for position (Figure 6) and shape (Figure 7), with the absolute count of measured points.

**Discussion**

There are many therapeutic options for restoration of the mandible. For bony reconstruction, the fibula and iliac are commonly the preferred donor sites. The complex interplay of function and aesthetics makes surgical reconstruction a great challenge. The vascularized iliac crest graft has a short pedicle, which means that careful planning is required.25

Therefore, preoperative planning can help in choosing a suitable flap and evaluating the defect size and the relationship with neighboring structures for the best possible reconstruction plan. The virtual surgery plan provides an accurate three-dimensional model, according to the standards of the defect, as the basis for the design of the transplant in shape, position, and angulations, and greatly facilitates further treatment.

The present study, which used the ProPlan CMF computer-aided method previously described for mandibular and maxillary reconstruction with microvascular bone flaps,18,26–28 delivered surgical guides for intraoperative use based on an accurate virtual surgery plan, which was achieved with the aid of preoperative simulation. The goal was to evaluate the accuracy of this method for primary mandibular reconstruction with an osteomyocutaneous fibula flap and an iliac crest bone flap in patients with a similar bony defect and location, using an iterative closest point algorithm.

Primary mandibular reconstruction using preoperative virtual planning requires preoperative determination of the resection margins. This can be an important drawback in primary reconstruction after tumor ablation, and leads to difficulties in adapting the virtual plan to the intraoperatively changed situation.29 However, the patients of the present study received primary mandibular reconstruction due to osteomyelitis.

Determination of the accuracy of the preoperative virtual plan has been previously described.14,20,30–33 While Roser et al as well as Hanasono and Skoracki calculated the accuracy with distance measurements of bony landmarks after mandibular reconstruction using fibula flaps,20,31 Foley et al determined the accuracy of a virtual plan of reconstructions

---

**Table 1** Comparison of pre- and postoperative three-dimensional computer models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part comparison</th>
<th>Iliac crest bone flap</th>
<th>Osteomyocutaneous fibula flap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean difference, mm</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flap position</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right mandible position</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left mandible position</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo-mandible position</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flap shape</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right mandible shape</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left mandible shape</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** SD, standard deviation.
Computer-assisted primary mandibular reconstruction with nonvascularized iliac grafts based on data from a CT library using the same method. In the literature, no accuracy analysis of the vascularized iliac crest bone flap has been described.

Registration of the pre- and postoperative data for comparison of the virtual and actual postoperative situations can give an idea of whether the surgery has been performed in accordance with the preoperative virtual plan. Ciocca et al also used an iterative closest point algorithm to evaluate the accuracy of the repositioning process in secondary mandibular reconstruction with a fibula free flap. The advantage of this method is the automatic determination

**Figure 6** Surface-deviation analysis for the position of the mandible reconstruction with the iliac crest bone flap and osteomyocutaneous fibula flap.

**Notes:** Iliac crest bone flap: iliac flap position (A), right mandible position (B), left mandible position (C), and neomandible position (D). Osteomyocutaneous fibula flap: fibula flap position (E), right mandible position (F), left mandible position (G), and neomandible position (H). The calculation showed a surface deviation <1 mm (blue line) and <2 mm (red line).

**Abbreviation:** ED, element distribution.

**Figure 7** Surface-deviation analysis for the shape of the mandible reconstruction with the iliac crest bone flap and osteomyocutaneous fibula flap.

**Notes:** Iliac crest bone flap: iliac flap shape (A), right mandible shape (B) and left mandible shape (C). Osteomyocutaneous fibula flap: fibula flap shape (D), right mandible shape (E) and left mandible shape (F). The calculation showed a surface deviation <1 mm (blue line) and <2 mm (red line).

**Abbreviation:** ED, element distribution.
of the surface deviation of objects, which can be observer-independent.

In the present study, comparison of the measurements for the actual flap position with the virtual plan showed a higher mean difference and surface deviation for the iliac crest bone flap than for the osteomyocutaneous fibula flap. It appears that placement of the osteomyocutaneous fibula flap into the mandibular defect, despite the segmental osteotomy, was more accurate. Consequently, the position of the neomandible reconstructed with an osteomyocutaneous fibula flap showed more accordance with the virtual plan. However, compared with the virtual plan, the actual shape of the iliac crest bone flap was similarly accurate. This reflects the fact that the positioning of the osteomyocutaneous fibula flap into the mandibular defect is easier, due to the smaller contact area between the mandible and flap, which leads to higher accuracy of the neomandible compared with the virtual plan. On the other hand, precise sawing of both flaps could be performed using the transplant cutting guide. The natural asymmetry of faces in humans obscures the inaccuracy in surgical reconstructions to a certain degree; for higher accuracy, positioning guides can be needed.

Conclusion
The presented study shows that use of custom-made surgery guides and virtual planning with vascularized bone flaps can help to restore the mandible with high accuracy, and is an effective method in primary mandibular reconstruction. It seems that primary mandibular reconstruction with the osteomyocutaneous fibula flap is more accurate compared with the vascularized iliac crest bone flap. Prospective trials with larger sample sizes will be required to investigate further benefits of computer-assisted mandibular reconstructions with vascularized bone flaps.
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